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Annual Report 2020

Killdeer mother with chick at Goldthwait
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Dear Goldthwait Friends,

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

COVID-19: As is the case everywhere, our plans and procedures were significantly impacted. A fundraiser concert had to be
cancelled and we implemented policies to try to ensure compliance with the recommendations and requirements by the state
and the town. Beaches were closed in many parts of Massachusetts to all but their town residents – as happened in
Marblehead. At Goldthwait, the Directors did not want to ban all out of towners, instead implementing requests for a small
walk-in charge. This worked well and many of our guests, both residents and visitors, became more aware and interested in
the work that Goldthwait does.
Certified Wildlife Habitat next to 13 Goldthwait Road: We previously had cut down many of the invasive Black Locust trees
and this year we eliminated them completely. We also removed other invasive plants: Black Swallow-wort (which kills the
Monarch butterflies), Bittersweet vines and Multiflora roses. We planted native wildflowers, juniper bushes, dwarf apple and
dwarf oak trees, assorted ground covers and bushes that provide habitat and food for the local birds and wildlife.
Increasing the size of the marsh and increasing the waterflow: Under the direction of DeRosa Environmental, Bill Cuddy
removed a spit of stones that covered part of the marsh and also blocked the free flow of water in the marsh. This not only
increases the size of the marsh but ill reduce the impact of the invasive phragmites.
Trench clearing: Our marsh working crews cleared a number of ditches. In particular they cleared some ditches in the north
east corner. The North East Massachusetts Mosquito Control and Wetlands Management cleared numerous trenches to
improve the marsh’s water flow.
Celebrator Events and Permits: One wedding planned for the celebration at Goldthwait was scaled back tremendously with
only a few celebrants and another was postponed. Many event and fire permits were issued, including an Eagle Scout awards
ceremony, Girl Scout programs, small family gatherings and birthday celebration. All respected gathering sizes, social distance
and mask guidelines. Jeanne Kleene managed the permit process.
Beach attendants: The Beach attendants, with significant support from Ed Principe (VP and Director), implemented a more
rigorous ‘walk-on’ admissions guideline and explained the purpose of the policies and the benefits of supporting Goldthwait to
all visitors. It has been a highly successful policy. Carolyn Kennedy returned as the parking lot manager. We were proud to
have the following Marblehead students help at the gate this summer: Carolyn Kennedy, Frankie Kennedy, Maddy Lowy, Stella
Monaco and Cody Selvais. They were excellent ambassadors for the Reservation.
Further Trench Clearing: The North East Massachusetts Mosquito Control and Wetlands Management (NEMMC) cleared
several trenches that needed opening and completed the work in October. This work will not be necessary for at least another
five years.
Beach Cleaning: Our beach cleaning efforts, led by the relentless dedication of Christine Cudihy and her assistant Fiona Lubbock,
continue! Hooper Goodwin was as faithful and thorough as ever and kept our barrels emptied on a regular basis.
Volunteers: While there have been offers of donors and others to volunteer time and effort, we have not previously had a
system to track and utilize the various opportunities. Tim Geraghty (Director) organized our system – set up along the lines of
SPUR and we have already harnessed volunteers for our reminder solicitation and gardening to clear weeds.
Donations: Our fundraising results (excluding concert) were comparable to last year although we saw fewer donors at the
higher range. The Charles A. Mastronardi Foundation has been a generous donor both this year and last.
Trustees and Directors: Suzanne Conway and Susan Lavoie retired from the Board of Directors and were elected to the Board
of Trustees. Brigitte Fortin and Mark Bergeron were elected in their place to the Board of Directors.
Retirements: Geoffrey Lubbock retired as Treasurer after almost 30 years of looking after the accounts. We are deeply indebted to
both Geoff and Fiona Lubbock for their dedication and tireless efforts. We wish them well in their new Florida home and look
forward to seeing them back in the summer.
We thank you all for your help and support.

President
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A. Operations
1.

Boardwalk
• Defective planks in the Boardwalk were replaced by Jeff Doherty with help from Jeff and Nate May.

2.

Picnic tables
• There was some unfortunate vandalism damage done to the picnic tables. Fortunately, Tim Geraghty and Tom
Carroll were able to make repairs.

3.

Signs
•
•

4.

Dogs
•

The sign on the property boundary by Devereux beach is being repaired by Chris Rogers
New signs advising people that rock removal was illegal and requesting people not to remove beach rocks
were placed. The increase in rock removal had been increasingly noticeable and the environmental impact is
significant. The taking of rocks was fortunately significantly reduced after the signs were placed..
We observed many more people bringing dogs to the property. The additional dog walking was likely a result
of the Covid-19 pandemic. The town’s leash requirement was respected for the most part and most people
picked up their dog deposits. (The reminder signage has helped in this regard).

5. Parking Attendants
• The parking attendants did a great job under the supervision of Carolyn Kennedy. Devereux Beach parking lot
•

•

was closed to out-of- town visitors and Goldthwait experienced an influx.
Goldthwait was donated for the enjoyment of Marblehead residents. Rather than ask the attendants to check
the residency of walk on visitors, the directors decided it was safer for the young attendants to request a
minimal walk on donation ($5) with an explanation that the contributions covered trash removal, maintenance
of the beach/grassy area facilities and maintenance of the property. This was met with a mixed response. One
person was unaware that Goldthwait relied on donations and gave $500. Although most guests were happy to
donate, the attendants were also instructed that if a guest refused a donation that they be allowed to come on
to the property.
The beach provided a place where people could enjoy themselves in a safe environment. For the most part,
social distancing was respected.

6.

Fire pit, beach fires and other gatherings
• Permit requests were at a record high, with a total of 44 issued. They were evenly split between the fire
pit/grassy picnic area and beach rocks fires.
• Gathering limits did result in smaller parties and there were no formal parties.
• Many people stated how wonderful it was to have the Goldthwait as a place to gather and enjoy a respite from
the ongoing stresses of COVID-19.
• Challenges to be faced in the next season include management of the beach rocks fires and encouraging trash
removal.

7.

Accounting
• Geoff Lubbock has been handling the accounting for Goldthwait for almost 30 years.
• Ed Principe was elected Treasurer following Geoff’s resignation. Jeanne Kleene is supporting Ed and Jeff
Doherty with the day-to-day bookkeeping and administration.
• A local CPA well versed in non-profits will do the tax reporting and other annual filings.
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B. Marsh Restoration
This year we employed many excellent student workers to perform the marsh restoration
Luke Curtis; Kyle Emmett; Nate May; Jeff Miller; Quinn O’Neil; Thomas Quigley; Christian Penkrat and Adam Zamansky.
The work was hard often under hot sun. Also the work was complicated as trench clearing could only be done at lowish
tides – otherwise it was like eating soup with a fork!
Outside service providers were also excellent: Bill Cuddy of WJC Services removed the spit or stones and cleared the
wildlife area; Tyler Ferrick of DeRosa Environmental Consulting oversaw the restoration including cutting and invasive
removal services; the North East Massachusetts Mosquito Control ad Wetlands Management (NEMMC) who cleared
many trenches; Ruben Cortez who raked wrack and removed brush and cuttings; Lassana’s Landscaping who
maintained the grass and performed some weeding; Nash Landscaping, who cleared the northwest corner trench and
removed brush at the end of Longfellow Road; and Nick Freeman who helped remove debris and brush
The restoration work is described by the work location, with pictures of the areas, to help provide you with an
oversight of the extensive work performed:

A
A.1
A.2
A.3
A.4
B
B.1
C
C.1
C.2
C.3
D
D.1
E
E.1
F
F.1
G
G.1
H
H.1
I

Area
Southeast
- Wildlife Area
- Beach plums center parking lot
- Garden by left walkway, Small garden and parking lot entrance and barrels of plans
- Marsh
East
- Where stone finger was removed by the beach
Northeast
- Corner by Devereux Parking lot and beach
- Culvert entrance
- Edge of Park and Rec property
Northern Border
- Edge of marsh and trench
Northwest Corner
- Bank, edge of marsh and trench
West
- Bank, edge of marsh and trench
Southwest corner
- Bank, edge of marsh and trench
South (along Philips Street)
- Bank, edge of marsh and trench
Middle Marsh
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A. Southeast
1. New Wildlife area at the top of the grassy picnic area (by 13 Goldthwait Road)
This is an area where we have been trying to remove the invasive Black Locust tree for some years now with the
help of Marblehead Highschool Students cutting and pulling out the stumps at one time. Tim Geraghty and Tom
Carroll also removed many of the stumps using Tim’s truck and chains.
This year, under the supervision of DeRosa Environmental Consulting, we eliminated the invasive plants and
introduced native plants that were allowed under our restoration plan. Jeff Doherty set up this project and
asked Fiona Lubbock to head it. The cost for this was about $12,000:
a. Fiona worked with Tyler Ferrick at DeRosa Environmental to design the layout Environmental
oversight to meet Conservation Committee requirements; provision of labor, provision of hay bales
and Honey Bee Forage mix were provided by DeRosa Environmental. Betsy Rickards surveyed the
property, made recommendations and approved the choices of plants to be installed.
b. Bill Cuddy our contractor used a backhoe to clear the area, remove the debris and plant three large
cedars.
c. A sprinkler system was damaged at 13 Goldthwait Road when Black Locust roots were being
removed. Waldman Plumbing evaluated and repaired the sprinkler system.
d. Very extensive watering was required for the
new grass and the new plants.
e. Separation of stones that were mixed with the soil. Most stones were removed back to beach.
Thomas Quigley and Quinn O’Neill were predominantly the Goldthwait workers who worked on this
area and made it attractive.
f. Introduction native plants $600 – Dwarf Oak; Dwarf apple.
g. Burdock removal was labor intensive but successful. This plant with its sharp burrs, entangles and
kills thousands of birds each year.
Removal of the invasive Black-Swallow-Wort was a huge success as it kills the Monarch butterfly. We used to see
thousands at Goldthwait but now see very few. We hope that the reduction or elimination of the Black-Swallow Wort
will bring back the Monarch butterflies.
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2. Beach plums in the parking lot
a. We planted four new beach plums to replace dead bushes and weeded the area.

3. Garden by left walkway, Small garden and parking lot entrance and barrels of plans
a. We replaced dead plants and weeded the area (Nate May; Fiona Lubbock; Jeff Doherty)
b. Trimmed the Rosa Ragosa (Nate May)
c. Watered the areas (Fiona Lubbock)

4. Marsh
a. Raking and removal of marsh wrack (Ruben Cortez)
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B. East
1. Where stone finger was removed by the beach
a. After many years of manual labor with MIT students and our own workers, we finally removed
the spit of stones into the marsh.
b. Tyler Ferrick of DeRosa Environmental Consulting prepared a minor modification to our
restoration plan at the Marblehead Conservation Commission which approved the
modification. Tyler coordinated with the conservation commission during the work. DeRosa
planted plugs of salt grass in the newly cleared area.
c. Bill Cuddy, our contractor, used his backhoe to remove the rocks from the marsh and spread
them back onto the beach.
d. Jeff Miller, one of our Goldthwait workers, transplanted sea peas (very successful) and Rosa
Ragosa (unsuccessful) in the cleared area. He also watered the area, which was difficult as the
area was 400 yards from the spigot!
Newly Cleared Area of Salt Marsh with Salt Marsh Grass Plug Transplants
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C. Northeast
1. Corner by Devereux Parking lot and beach
a. Weed whacked Phragmites (Jeff Miller)
b. Dug out Japanese Knotweed (Nate May)
c. Herbicide Poison ivy. (Geoffrey Lubbock)
d. Cleared two trenches by hand. (Nate May with help from Jeff Miller, Quinn O’Neill, Thomas
Quigley, Christian Penkrat, Luke Curtis and Tim Geraghty) In doing so numerous medical type
bottles were found, presumably originating from the time when debris from a great fire in the town
was dumped into the marsh.

e. Town to remove one foot of sand pushed thirty feet onto Goldthwait property
f. Goldthwait placed small boulders at edge of Goldthwait property to mark boundary (the
sign on the beach is in the wrong place but cannot be moved).
g. Fiona and Geoff Lubbock removed hundreds of cocklebur plants from the Goldthwait and
Devereux berms. These painful plants can be poisonous to many animals and are certainly an
irritant to both humans and dogs
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Northeast
2.

Culvert entrance (area owned by Marblehead Water & Sewer with whom we collaborate)
a. To be done - Replace dead plants
b. To be done -add More soil and reseed
c. Clear the channel of blockage (Nate May, Jeff Miller, Quinn O’Neill & Tim Geraghty)
d. Rebuild wall of Channel (Nate May, Jeff Miller & Tim Geraghty)
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3. Next to the culvert (Area owned by Park and Rec with whom we collaborate)
a. Cut and clear up dead trees and bushes in or hanging over the marsh; Not done;
b. Pull and dig out Japanese knotweed (work done by Jeff Miller & Nate May)
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D. Northern Border
1. Edge of marsh
a. Cut Phragmites – (work done by Jeff Miller)
b. Elimination of the Pepper Weed – DeRosa Environmental (Complete)
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E. Northwest Corner
1. Bank and edge of marsh
a. Cut grass and banks (Nash Landscaping and Forgione)
b. Pull Japanese Knotweed (not done)
c. Clear Trench (Nash Landscaping)
d. Plant and water dwarf apple trees (Fiona Lubbock and Mark Bergeron)
e. Whack phragmites (Jeff Miller & Mark Bergeron)
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F. West
1. Edge of marsh and trench
a. Cut Phragmites (Geoffrey Lubbock)
b. Remove marsh wrack (Lynda & Paul Hare, Jeanne & Jack Kleene, Tim Geraghty, Tom Carroll,
Fiona & Geoffrey Lubbock)
c. Transplant plugs of grass to area that was barren (Thomas Quigley, Quinn O’Neil)
d. Fireflies were in abundance this year and could be seen lighting up the dark marsh in this area
mid-June

G.
Southwest Corner
1. Edge of marsh and trench
a. Cut Phragmites (Geoffrey Lubbock)
b. Remove marsh wrack (Ruben Cortez)
c. Remove invasive briars (not complete)
d. Remove Japanese Knotweed (Fiona Lubbock)

a.
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H. South (along Phillips Street)
1. Edge of marsh and trench
a. Remove invasive floribunda, Japanese Knotweed, vines and Phragmites (not complete)
I.

Middle Marsh
a. Partial trench clearing was performed was by our student work crews
b. NEMMC cleared over 2,000 feet in October at $4.10 a foot which was very reasonable.
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C. Financials
2020 income statement and balance sheet compared to the four prior years.
Income
Donations
Fund Raising Income
Fund Raising Expenses
Total Contributions
Interest
Total Revenues
Expenses
Banking
Trash
Legal
Directors Insurance
General Liability Insurance
Workers Comp Insurance
Lawn Care and spring weeding
Mail Box
Stickers
Office Supplies/Stamps
Supplies
Beautification Tables etc
Utilities
Marsh Restoration Labor
Marsh Restoration Other
Payroll Tax
Payroll Parking lot
Plumbing/Electrical
Security/Police Detail
Total Expense
Net Income
Cash Reconciliation
Bank Balance
Certificates of Deposits/Paypal/Fidelity Stock
Fidelity Account
Effective Cash Balance
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2016
54,598
3,140
(2,007)
55,731
40
55,771

2017
63,058
26,876
(17,030)
72,905

2018
2019
2020
51,443
47,123 64,328
47,091
7,973
(16,867) (14,616)
(150)
81,667
40,480 64,178

72,905

81,667

40,480

64,178

97
1,495
291
921
620
930
3,705
200
504
1,788
1,329
3,525
91
2,603
68,083
1,112
4,111

215
1,015
354
921

172
1,466
54
1,061
620
392
4,078
200
504
1,433
304
786
323
3,926
32,060
831
1,101

199
1,561
235
921
905
276
5,938
206
504
1,887
261
2,085
287
4,940
19,697
1,243
3,011

270
1,825
66
1,155
830
357
2,049
216
513
1,757
922
6,203
364
11,582
43,003
2,744
4,002

378
4,582
200
504
663
81
939
1,661
1,998
65,265
604
1,625
336

91,405 81,339 49,310
(35,634) (8,435) 32,357

1,134
44,155 78,989
(3,675) (14,811)

17,431

8,996

41,353

37,678

17,431

8,996

41,353

37,678

20,482
1,385
1,000
22,867

C.1 Revenues
Donations were up 17% from last year. However, as you can see above, 2019 had a concert and if one removes the
concert revenues, total revenues were up by $17,205 or 37%. While $5,000 of this increase was due to the increased
generosity of the Mastronardi Foundation the remainder was in increase in all categories below $500. The Goldthwait
Directors worked very hard to accommodate the additional influx of visitors while doing everything possible to keep the
reservation safe with implementation of safe distancing, masks etc. While it is rewarding to see that the financial results
are strong, the Directors are particularly pleased to provide this safe haven for people to relax and enjoy the beauty and
peace of the marsh.
Range
From
To
10000
0
5000
9999
1000
4999
500
999
250
499
100
249
50
99
11
49
6
10
0
5
Total
0

2019
Amount
0
$0
1 $5,000
7 $10,302
16 $9,348
30 $8,525
111 $13,878
98 $5,378
66 $2,615
3
$51
0
$0
332 $55,096

Number

2020 YTD July
Number Amount
1 $10,000
0
$0
4 $6,591
16 $8,050
40 $10,490
120 $14,025
158 $8,369
135 $5,072
152 $1,523
42
$209
668 $64,328

Difference
Number Amount
1 $ 10,000
-1 $ (5,000)
-3 $ (3,711)
0 $ (1,298)
10 $ 1,965
9 $ 147
60 $ 2,991
69 $ 2,457
149 $ 1,472
42 $ 209
336 $ 9,232

Fundraiser
We contracted with Holly Cameron and her group for a concert this year, but it was deferred due to the Corona
Virus. We paid Holly $150 in compensation for breaking our concert commitment.

C.2 Expenses
Most of our expenses are in line with last year except for Beautification, Payroll Parking lot and Marsh Restoration.
Beautification increased due to repairs of the existing fence along Phillips Street ($233); replacement of the falling
down fence along Goldthwait Road ($4,583); signs rocks ($450); Wildlife Area ($92); We also purchased proper shirts
($190) for the Parking lot attendants so that they would be easily recognizable as Goldthwait employees.
Payroll Parking Lot increased due to the increased hours due to the increase in traffic.
Marsh Restoration Labor We employed much more marsh labor this year. We cleared many trenches by hand and
also helped build the wild life area. We had many excellent workers as you will see under the marsh restoration
section. Tim Geraghty, Geoff and Fiona Lubbock worked hard with the workers to schedule and direct the work.
Marsh Restoration Other is our major expense is listed and explained below. The extent of the work is detailed in
the marsh restoration section. There were two major projects so far this year.
A. Removal of the spit of stones in the marsh. The cost of this was about $9,500: $7,500 for extraction work by Billy
Cuddy; $1,500 for DeRosa Environmental Consulting in interfacing with the Conservation Commission and
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planting plugs of salt grass in the newly cleared area; $500 for our workers in transplanting sea peas (very
successful) and Rosa Ragosa (unsuccessful) in the cleared area. Details are included under the Marsh Restoration
section B.B1.
B. The Wildlife Area at the top of the grassy picnic area (by 13 Goldthwait Road). The cost for this was about $12,000. This
is an area where we have been trying to remove the invasive Black Locust tree for some years now (with the help of
Marblehead High School students cutting and pulling out the stumps one at one time.) Last year, Tim Geraghty and Tom
Carroll also removed many of the stumps using Tim’s truck and chains. Clearing work by Bill Cuddy was $8,900 to clear
the area, remove the debris and plant three large cedars; environmental oversight to meet Conservation Committee
requirements; provision of labor, provision of hay bales and Honey Bee Forage mix DeRosa Environmental $1,000;
Payment to Waldman plumbing $1,000 for repair/evaluation of the sprinkler system and fixing the plumbing at 13
Goldthwait Road to water the new grass and plants; soil and the stones removal to the beach; re-seeding several areas,
weeding and removal of the highly invasive Black Swallow-wort $1,000 for Goldthwait workers; Plants $600 – Dwarf
Oak; Dwarf apple. Details are included under the Marsh Restoration section B.A1

Goldthwait March Other Account Breakdown Detail
Marsh Other
2016
2017
2018
Ace Hardware
597
Amazon
Barbuzzi Landscaping + support
Corliss Bros
DeRosa Environmental Consulting
20,585 8,067
6,082
Longfellow Road right of way
662
Dilisio Brothers (earth)
221
Donohoe - Markers
420
Forgione Landscaping (clear, reseed by parking lot)
Gilbert & Cole
369
Equip/Home Depot
792
Lassana
1,120 1,999
2,248
Marblehead Garden Center Total
Morse Nursery
Nash Landscaping
921
Nick Freeman - removal debris to dump
North East Mass Mosquito Control
Rent All (repair Weed whacker)
106
Rueben Cortez
STARK BRO'S NURSERY Total
Waldman Plumbing Total
WESTON NURSERIES
WJC Services
42,795 45,959 14,416
Legal
2,210 3,916
Trash Removal
50
300
Supplies
399
618
682
Tree
2,925
203
Town of Marblehead (Dump)
145
57
Unified Contracting Inc (extend curb for Town at Devereux)
4,087
Volunteers / Students
205
630
W.H. Goodwin
975
300
350
Marsh Other
68,083 65,265 32,060

2019
315
1,452
2,774

900
292
650
83

90

379

9,134
250
359
2,515

505
19,697

2020
444
488
160
7,671
41
1,297
373
277
223
1,062
470
9,269
80
1,535
181
1,030
194
16,422
210
828

Soil, fertilizer, bags, grass seed
Hoses, Fertilizer, signs for plants & Trees

Wildlife area
Several ConCom filings, oversight
Phragmite cutting, spraying of
Peperweed and phragmites.

New weed whacker, hoses, sprinklers, shovels

Weeding before wedding
Wildlife area
Wildlife area
Clear trench NW corner & brush removal

Removal debris to dump
2,100 feet of march trenches cleared
Remove cuttings , Marsh rake & removal

Wildlife area
Replace broken neighbor sprinkler & Water access for wildlife area

Wildlife area
Remove spit of rocks. Clear wildlife area

Filing Extension of Concom OCC
Wheelbarrow repair; gas for weedwhackers; refreshments for volunteers

750 Move tables and remove debris
43,003
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Please cut out this form and return it with your tax‐deductible donation. Or visit our website www.goldthwait.org to donate online.

The Goldthwait Reservation Inc, PO Box 1025, Marblehead, MA 01945‐5025 ‐‐ 2021 Contribution Form
______ $ 40 Individual
______ $ 50 Family (two stickers)
______ $ 100 Donor

______ $ 250 Sponsor
______ $ 500 Patron
_____ $ 1,000 Benefactor

If your employer has a matching gift policy, kindly enclose the appropriate form with your donation. _____ Matching gift form enclosed
Please include your email address so we can keep you updated on restoration efforts and upcoming events.
__________________________________________________________
If your preferred mailing address is not on the envelope or enclosed check, please update that here:
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
If you are interested in volunteering to help with any aspect of The Goldthwait Reservation, please let us know. We welcome your help!
Membership information is not sold, rented or exchanged and is used solely by The Goldthwait Reservation Inc for member communication.
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